
Wednesday
I’ll Do It Later
   Today’s Scripture  Acts 24

Mark Twain once said, “Never put off till tomorrow what may be done 
day after tomorrow just as well.” As funny as that is, it seems to be the 
motto of many people. Everything is pushed to the future. They’ll save 
money after the kids are grown. They’ll change the oil in the car after 
they drive another 1,000 miles. They’ll clean the garage next week. And 
so on. Putting off worldly tasks is one thing, but delaying obedience to 
God could have eternal consequences.

Paul was in Caesarea defending himself before a governor named Felix 
when an interesting exchange took place. Paul preached boldly about 
righteousness, self-control, and judgment to come. Felix responded with 
a 21st century-type answer: “Go away for the present. When I get an 
opportunity I will summon you” (v. 25). The text also teaches us that 
Felix was hoping Paul would offer him a bribe, which shows how corrupt 
Felix’s heart was. Paul stayed in Caesarea two more years, but we are not 
told if Felix was ever converted.

As you evangelize, you should share the gospel with a sense of urgency. 
You have heard the phrase, “Almost saved is completely lost,” and it is 
true. The sinner cannot be made to think that obedience is optional. 
You should not mold the gospel into a take-it-or-leave-it, “It doesn’t 
really matter,” politically correct fable. The word must be presented as 
powerfully as it is revealed (Hebrews 4:12). 

Jesus taught us to seek first the kingdom of God (Matthew 6:33). His 
will should be your first priority every day. You should think good 
things so that you will do good things. Your light should never go out. 
Procrastination is not a fruit of the Spirit. This is the day the Lord has 
made, and you should not only rejoice in it, but you should also use this 
day to grow closer to the likeness of His Son.

Today, I will...pray for three friends who are not Christians.
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